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This report documents the procedures, performance, and results obtained from the
M-52 spray booth qualification test. The test was conducted at Thiokol Corporation,
Space Operations, M-52 Inert Parts Preparation facility. The purpose of this testing
sequence was to ensure the spray booth would produce flight qualified hardware.
The testing sequence was conducted in two series. The first series was
conducted under CTP-0142, Revision A. The second series was conducted in
accordance with CTP-0142, Revision B.
The test sequence started with CTP-0142, Revision A. The series consisted
of the contamination removal test and the performance test. The contamination
removal test was used to assess the Teflon level in the spray booth. The perform-
ance test consisted painting and Chem]oking a forward dome inside the spray booth
per flight procedures. During the performance test, two sets of witness panels
(case/insulation and steel/epoxy/steel) were prepared and pull tested.
The CTP-0142, Revision B, series of testing consisted of re-testing the steel\
epoxy\steel witness panels. The pull tests analysis indicates the results of
the tensile tests were comparable to the systems tunnel witness panel database.
The exposed panel set and the control panel set average tensile values were above
the A-basis lower limits established on the systems tunnel witness panel database.
It is recommended that the M-52 spray booth be qualified for producing flight
hardware.
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This report documents the procedures, performance, and results obtained from the
M-52 spray booth qualificationtest. The testwas conducted at Thiokol Corporation,
Space Operations, M-52 Inert Parts Preparation facility.The purpose of this testing
sequence was to ensure the spray booth would produce flightqualifiedhardware.
The testing sequence was conducted in two series. The firstserieswas
conducted under CTP-0142, Revision A. The second serieswas conducted in
accordance with CTP-0142, Revision B. The second serieswas conducted due to
the failureof the epoxy/steel/epoxy witness panels to meet the pass/failcriteria.
The pass/failcriteriataken from TWR-60445 is:
a. Detectable Teflon shall constitutea testfailure. There must be no detectable
Teflon as verifiedby Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) (spectroscopy) analysis
of the surface wipes, environmental falloutpanels, and the NASA Test Box
filter.No atypicallevelsof nonvolatileresidue (NVR), as verified by NVR
analysis of surface wipes and environmental falloutpanels (compared to nominal
paint pit conditions)are acceptable.
b. Inabilityto preform flightprocess shallconstitute a test failure. Demonstrate
that paint/Chemlok ® process can be performed on flighthardware inside the
spray booth.
c. Processed hardware must meet establishedstandards. Compare witness panel
bond strength data to existingwitness panel statisticaldatabase. Cross-hatch
paint adhesion testsmust be within developed redesigned solidrocket motor
(RSRM) witness panel data history.
The steel/epoxy/steelbond strength configuration was used because itwas
more sensitiveto contaminants. An engineering assessment indicated that the pull
test results were outside the establishedtolerance of three standard deviations.
This assessment violated pass/failCriteriaC.
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The design team re-evaluated the testing sequence. The result of this
evaluation was Revision B to CTP-0142. The revision addressed only the
steel/epoxy/steelwitness panels. The pass/failcriteriawas rewritten into the
test readiness review (TRR) package as follows:
a. Contamination Removal Test
1. Teflon - No indicationsfrom FTIR analysison booth wipes or
environmental falloutpanels.
2. NVR - Amount of NVR isbelow the accurately detectable limit of 2 mg/ft _.
Therefore, pass/failcriteriais not applicable(NA).
3. Particulate- < 1,000 particle/fts for particlesof 5 p or greater.
b. Performance Test
1. Vulcanized bonds -Within 3 o (> X -3o) of witness panel database.
2. Steel-epoxy bonds - If the exposed panel set (fivetotal)has significantly
lessbond strength at the 95 percent confidence level than the control panel
set (fivetotal),then the test has failed.
Pass/failCriteria2.B was the only criteriathat CTP-0142, Revision B
addressed. After the testwas repeated, itwas discovered the statisticalpass/
failcriteriawas not met because the discriminatory capabilityof the test was
underestimated.
Pass/failCriteria2.B was revised as follows (Appendix R):
Pass: If the exposed panels averages are above the systems tunnel witness panel
database A-basis lower limit,or ifthe exposed panel set does not have a significantly
lower tensileadhesion bond strength than the control panels at the 95 percent
confidence level.
Fail: If any of the exposed panel averages fallbelow the systems tunnel witness
panel database A-basis lower limit,and the exposed panel set has a significantly
lower tensileadhesion bond strength than the control panels at the 95 percent
confidence level.
The witness panel data that was produced by CTP-0142, Revision B, did meet
the revised pass/failcriteria.
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I.i TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION
The test articleconsisted of a stainlesssteel room, 21 ft wide by 36 ft long with an
11 ft high ceiling. The south wall provided a fullwall filtervapor exhaust system.
The floorhad been encapsulated prior to testing. The spray booth had two doors on
the west wall for personnel access,and one large door on the north wall used for
items to be painted (Figure 1).
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The objectives are taken from Test Plan CTP-0142, Revision B.
a. Verify the M-52 Spray Booth is free of Teflon and all other contamination.
b. Certify the M-52 Spray Booth for painting flight components.
c. Certify that the M-52 Spray Booth contamination/cleanliness level is both
adequate for spraying paint and/or adhesives and the contamination/
cleanliness controls placed on the booth will provide the stability required
for processing flight hardware through a "critical process".
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The testing sequence was conducted in two series. The first series was conducted
under CTP-0142, Revision A_ The second series was conducted in accordance with
CTP-0142, Revision B.
The test sequence started with CTP-0142, Revision A. The series consisted
of the contamination removal test and the performance test. The contamination
removal test was used to assess the Teflon level in the spray booth. The perform-
ance test consisted painting and Chemloking a forward dome inside the spray booth
per flight procedures.
FTIR samples, environmental fallout panels, a NASA test box filter, particulate
counts, and NVR data were analyzed during the contamination removal test for the
presence of Teflon and found to be acceptable.
The painting/Chemloking procedures were performed on a forward dome
inside the spray booth without incident and were found to be acceptable. During
the performance test, two sets of witness panels were prepared and pull tested. One
set was prepared for case/insulation bond strength testing and one set was prepared
for steel/epoxy/steel bond strength testing. The case/insulation witness panels used
in CTP-0142, Revision A, had acceptable bond strengths. The steel/epoxy/steel
witness panels had predominately adhesive failure and an average bond strength that
was not within five standard deviations of the established steel/epoxy/steel witness
panel database.
The CTP-0142, Revision B, series of testing consisted of re-testing the
steel\epoxy\steel witness panels. A total of ten panels were prepared and tested.
The pull tests analysis indicates the results of the tensile tests were comparable to
the systems tunnel witness panel database. The exposed panel set and the control
panel set average tensile values were above the A-basis lower limits established on
the systems tunnel witness panel database.
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Verify the M-52 spray booth is free of
Teflon and all other contamination.
Certify the M-52 spray booth for paint-
ing flight components.
Certify that the M-52 Spray Booth
contamination/cleanliness level is both
adequate for spraying paint and/or
adhesives and the contamination/
cleanliness controls placed on the
booth will provide the stability
required for processing flight hardware
through a "critical process".
Conclusion
Verified. The FTIR wipes proved that the
spray booth was free of Teflon contamina-
tion.
Certified. During the performance portion
of the test, a forward dome was moved into
the spray booth and processed (primer and
top coat sprayed on the outer diameter,
Chemlok primer and bonding agent sprayed
on the inner diameter) per flight
procedures without incident.
Certified. The contamination levelsin the
spray booth are comparable with the bond-
ing facilityalready in use. The witness
panel data per CTP-0142, Revision B,
proved the cleanlinessof the spray booth.
3.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the M-52 spray booth be qualifiedfor producing flighthard-
ware.
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The following instruments/measuring devices were used to validate the test:
a. Conscan ]I unit
b, Atcor Portable ParticulateCounter
c. Instron Tensile Machine
d. Analog Diffuse Reflectance FTIR
e. Grant Series Squirrel Meter/Logger
f. NASA Test Box
Calibrationsystem requirements were in accordance with MIL-STD-45662.
5
PHOTOGRAPHY
Still black and white and color photographs of the test article configuration were
taken. Copies of the photographs (series Numbers 116023, 116282, 117017, 117716,
117672, and 117654) are available from the Thiokol Corporation Photographic
Services department.
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6.1 TEST ARTICLE ASSEMBLY
The spray booth did not need assembly. The case/insulation witness panels,
the epoxy/steel/epoxy witness panels, and the environmental fallout panels were
assembled and prepared according to TWR-17123 for the fvrst test series in
CTP-0142, Revision A. The epoxy/steel/epoxy witness panels were assembled
and prepared according to CTP-0142, Revision B, for the second test series.
6.2 TEST DESCRIPTION
The testing sequence was conducted in two series. The first series was conducted
under CTP-0142, Revision A_ The second series was conducted in accordance with
CTP-0142, Revision B.
6.2.1 C..TP-0142, Revision A, Testing Series
The test sequence started with CTP-0142, Revision A. The series consisted of the
contamination removal test (Figure 2) and the performance test. The results of
these tests are described as follows.
6.2.1.1 Contamination Removal Test Results. The contamination removal test was
used to assess the Teflon level in the spray booth. FTIR samples, environmental
falloutpanels, a NASA Test Box filter,particulatecounts, and NVR data were
analyzed in this assessment.
6.2.1.1.1 FTIR Sample Analysis. The FTIR analysis of the spray booth walls and
ceilingis described in this section. Prior to any testing,the spray booth was cleaned
and FTIR wipes were taken from the walls and ceiling. There were 21 samples
analyzed. The areas where the wipes were taken are defined in Figure 3. The
results of the wipes showed Teflon present in the spray booth (Appendix A).
After the spray booth was cleaned per CTP-0142, Revision A (Figure 4), a
second FTIR wipe was conducted. There were 26 samples analyzed. The results
of the wipes showed Teflon present in the spray booth (Appendix B).
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The spray booth was cleaned a second time per CTP-0142, Revision A. A third
FTIR wipe was conducted. There were 26 samples analyzed. The results of the
wipes showed Teflon present in the spray booth (Appendix C).
Before a third cleaning was done, a fourth FTIR wipe was conducted on the
spray booth north door, inside the air ducts in the spray booth ceiling, on the
outside blower housing, on the outside blower blades on the spray booth roof, on the
outside roof by the blower ducts, on the outside screen of the blower, and on an
east wall area that was suspected as having Teflon embedded in/on its surface
(Appendix D). It was discovered that the cleaning aids and solvent were not
disposed of frequently (Appendix E). The cleaning process was modified to dispose
of the cleaning aids/solvent frequently to prevent movement of Teflon from one area
to another.
The spray booth was cleaned a third time and a fifthFTIR wipe was con-
ducted. A totalof 26 samples were analyzed (Appendix F). Of the 26 samples, two
areas (East Wail No. 2 Low, see Figure 3, and the North Door West Side) were
identifiedas having traces of Teflon, the other 24 showed no signs of Teflon. The
two areas were re-cleaned and FTIR wipes were analyzed. The two areas showed no
presence of Teflon (Appendix G).
6.2.1.1.2 Environmental Fallout Panel Results. The environmental falloutpanels
(Figure 5) were analyzed for Teflon and NVR contamination. FTIR wipes were
taken from the panels before and after the firstand second spray booth operational
cycles (5 hr at 135°F). The wipes included panel samples and particulatesamples
taken from the panels. A totalof 32 samples (eightbefore each 5-hr operational
cycle and eight after each 5-hr operationalcycle)were analyzed. No Teflon was
detected on any of the samples (Appendix I).
NVR contamination analysiswas conducted before the spray booth cleaning
started and after the spray booth was declared clean of Teflon. The detectable limit
of NVR was 2.0 mg/ft =. After the spray booth was cleaned, the northwest environ-
mental falloutpanel showed 2.2 mg/ft 2. All of the other environmental fallout
panels showed less than 2.0 mg/ft 2 of NVR levels(Appendix J).
6.2.1.1.3 ParticleCounter Results. The particlecounter (Figure 5) was used before
the firstcleaning operation per CTP-0142, Revision A, and after the last cleaning
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operation per CTP-0142, Revision A. The particle counter uses lasers to count
particulate in the air. It does not trap particulate in a filter. Therefore, no FTIR or
NVR analysis were conducted on the particulate counts. Data from the furst particle
counter usage was lost. The average particulate count after the last spray booth
cleaning was 14 particles (5/_ or larger)/ft s of air (Appendix J). The pass/fail
criteria was established at less than or eqtud to 1,000 particles/ft s for particles of 5 #
or larger. The particulate count was well within the pass/fail criteria.
6.2.1.1.4 NASA Test Box Results. The NASA Test Box (Figure 5) was used to catch
airborne particles for FTIR analysis. The Test Box was used before the first spray
booth cleaning per CTP-0142, Revision A, and after the last spray booth cleaning.
The FTIR analysis showed no Teflon detected on the Test Box filter (Appendix K).
6.2.1.2 Performance Test Results. The performance test consisted of painting and
Chemloking a forward dome inside the spray booth per flight procedures. Two sets
of witness panels (Figure 6) were prepared per TWR-17123. One set was prepared
for case/insulation bond strength testing and one set was prepared for
steel/epoxy/steel bond strength testing.
6.2.1.2.1 Witness Panel Results. The case/insulation witness panels (three total)
showed average tensile adhesion strengths of 823 psi, 822 psi, and 858 psi. The
average peel strengths for the case/insulation witness panels were 179 pli, 162 pli,
and 166 pli. The cases/insulation witness panel database mean is 756 psi and
172 pli. The case/insulation witness panels used in CTP-0142, Revision A, had
acceptable bond strengths (Appendix L).
The steel/epoxy/steel witness panels did not fare as well. To begin with, only
two panels were prepared. CTP-0142, Revision A, required three panels to be
tested. The steel/epoxy steel witness panels had average tensile strengths of
2,914 psi and 3,875 psi (Appendix L). The steel/epoxy/steel witness panel database
mean is 5,588 psi and that mean at five standard deviations is 3,734 psi. The two
steel/epoxy/steel witness panels had predominately adhesive failure and an average
bond strength that was not within five standard deviations of the established
steel/epoxy/steel witness panel database.
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An investigation revealed the following deviations concerning the
steel/epoxy/steel bond strength configuration witness panels:
a. The witness panels were not prepared in accordance with Section 8.2.2, sub-
section A of the test plan. The panels were prepared without silane primer
application to the steel bond surface. Silane primer is an adhesion promoter
that increases the nominal bond strength approximately 10 percent and
precludes possible surface contamination.
b. The environment of the test panels was not adequately controlled prior to epoxy
and test button application. The witness panels remained in the spray booth
after the forward dome was coated without any contamination controls for
approximately 7 days before being sent to the R&D Lab for test assembly.
c. While on the panel holder, the witness panels were covered with 'black poly'
plastic covering after the forward dome was coated and prior to epoxy and test
button application. The witness panel bond strengths could have adversely
affected by transference of contamination from 'black poly' plastic covering.
The results of the steel/epoxy/steel witness panel tests initiated an engineer-
ing evaluation test. This test was performed outside the parameters of CTP-0142,
Revision A. The test objective was to account for the effects of the test variables
introduced during the test performance. The testing sequence and test conclusions
are outlined in Appendix M. The analysis of the engineering evaluation initiated
CTP-0142, Revision B.
6.2.1.2.2 Dome Procedure Analysis. The performance test consisted of painting
(primer and topcoat) and Chemloking (primer and bonding agent) a forward dome
(see Figure 6) inside the spray booth per flight procedures. The procedures were
performed without incident and were found to be acceptable.
In addition to the painting sequence, Ron Brock, NASA, requested that witness
panels be paint adhesion tested. Three witness panels were placed inside the spray
booth and painted along with the test dome. Two witness panels were placed in the
paint pit and painted with the Flight 17B aft dome. All five panels were then
tested per ASTM-D-3359-87, Method B. The panels were all rated '4B'. The paint
results can vary from '0B' (worst case) to 'bB' (perfect). The '4B' rating is most
common for flight component witness panels.
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6.2.1.2.3 Consca_ A_dysis. The test dome was co_m_ed before the Cherrdo_ng
process was accomplished. A total of 32 points on the interior of the test dome
were consca_ed. An acceptable reading had to be above 378. All 32 readings were
above 378 (Appendix N).
6.2.1.2.4 Contamination Removal Analysis. After the performance test was con-
ducted, 28 wipes were taken from the walls and ceiling and FTIR analyzed. The
analysis showed no Teflon present in the spray booth (Appendix H). The environ-
mental fallout panels were analyzed for the presence of Teflon and NVR contamina-
tion. The analysis showed no presence of Teflon (Appendix J and O). The
particulate count was 24 particles (5 p or larger)/ft a of air (Appendix J).
6.2.2 CTP-0142, Revision B, Testing Series
This series of testing consisted of re-testing the steel\epoxy\steel witness panels.
A total of ten panels (Figures 7 and 8) were prepared and tested per CTP-0142,
Revision B.
The steel\epoxy\steel witness panels were grit blasted with new zirconium
silicate grit and vapor degreased with methyl chloroform. After the vapor degrease,
the witness panels were conscanned (Figure 9). A reading above 433 was acceptable.
Each panel was conscanned five times. The lowest reading average was 756. The
panels were acceptable after the conscan (Appendix P).
The witness panels were identified "A" through "J". "A" through "E" were
designated as the test set of panels and "F" through "J" were designated as the
control set of panels. The panels were wrapped in craft paper and placed in the
spray booth (Figure 10).
The craft paper was removed from the test set of panels. The spray booth
was subjected to an operational cycle (5 hr at 135°F). After the operational cycle,
the test set of panels was re-wrapped in craft paper and shipped to the development
laboratory.
A total of 120 tensile buttons were prepared with silane primer and dried for
3 hr. On each witness panel, a 24-hole template and 12 bondline spacers (0.03 in.)
were installed. EA 934NA epoxy was applied into each locating hole with a bondline
spacer. A thin layer of the epoxy was applied to each tensile button to wet the
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with bondline spacers and epoxy. The witness panels were installed into pressure
holders and allowed to cure for a minimum of 36 hr at ambient temperature
(Figure 11).
The pull tests were conducted by the Contamination Control Laboratory
(Figures 12 and 13). The pull tests analysis indicates the results of the tensile tests
(Appendix Q) are comparable to the systems tunnel witness panel database. The
exposed panel set and the control panel set average tensile values were above the
A-basis lower limits established on the systems tunnel witness panel database
(Figure 14). The statistical pass/fail criteria was not met because the discriminatory
capability of the test was underestimated.
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RSRM Space Shuttle Witness Panel Implementation Plan
Case/Insulation/Liner/Propellant Weather Seal and Sys-
tems Tunnel
QualificationTest Plan for the M-52 Spray Booth
QualificationTest Plan for the M-52 Spray Booth
Quick Look Report for the M-52 Spray Booth Qualification
under CTP-0142, Revision A












Pre]iminary FTIR Sample Wipes








Ext 6344, M/S L62B
Request: LWR 592584
Laboratory log # 02-21-90-31122
Subject: FTIR Analysis of M-52 Spray Booth Wipe Samples for Teflon
Decontamination Testing, CTP-0142-A
FTIR analysis has been carried out on wipe samples taken from the ceiling
and walls of the M-52 spray booth. The samples up to the third cleaning were
taken by wiping an area about 5" x 5" square with a polypropylene wipe wet
with Freon TF. The samples taken after the third cleaning and those from the
surfaces outside the booth were obtained by wiping an area approximately 2
feet by 1 foot with a methylchloroformwet wipe. The presence of Teflon was
detected by the appearance of the C-F absorbance peaks at about 1160 and a_Jut
1230 wavenumbe[s.
Sample Location
South Wall #i (High)
(East)
South Wall #I (Low)
(East)
South Wall #2 (High)
(West)
South wall #2 (Low)
(West)
North Door East Side





Occurrence of Teflon After Cleaning
Before First Second _ird Fourth
Present Present None None
None




Trace Present None None
Trace Present None













East Wall #i (High)
(North)
East Wall #i (Low)
(North)
East Wall #2 (High)
East Wall #2 (Low)
East Wall #3 (High)
East Wall #3 (Low)
East Wall #4 (High)
(South)
East Wall #4 (Low)
(South)
West Wall #i (High)
(North)
West Wall #i (Low)
(North)
West Wall #2 (High)
West Wall #2 (Low)
West Wall #3 (High)
West Wall #3 (Low)
West Wall #4 (High)
(South)
West Wall #4 (Low)
Occurrence of Teflon After Cleaning
Before First Second Third Fourth
Present Present Trace None
None None None None
Trace None Trace None
Trace None None
None None None None
Present None Trace None
Trace Trace Trace None None
Present Present Trace --- None
Present Trace Present Trace Trace
Present Present Present None
Present Present Trace None
Present Present Trace None
Present Trace Trace None None
Trace Trace Trace None
None Trace Trace None None
None Trace None None
None None _ None
None Trace None
Present Trace Trace None
Present None None
Trace Present Trace None None
* The low south wall and north door samples were only taken after the 3rd
cleaning.




In addition to the above test locations, an embedded surface on the east
wall was sampled before and after sanding with the following results:
Sample Location






Trace (less than before sanding)
None
Also, a number of samples were taken outside of the spray booth with the
following results:
Sample Location
Spray Booth Ceiling Inside
Air Ducts #i
Spray Booth Ceiling Inside
Air Ducts #2
Outside Blower Housing
Outside Blower Blades on Roof
Outside Roof by Blower Blades
to Spray Booth
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CTP-O142, 'M-52 Spray Booth', Meeting Minutes, 15 March 1990
REFERF_CE: L623-FY90-HiI2, 'Meeting Minutes 3-9-90 CTP-OI42 (M-52 Spray
Booth), V. Fitch, 9 March 1990
1.O INTRODUCTION
The second CTP-O142 (M-52 spray booth) meeting was held _5 March. The
spray booth is being qualified for paint and Chemlok _ application
processes of domes. The spray booth had been previously used for Teflon
application processe_. The meeting was held to discuss results of FTIR
analyses for Teflon- (not a test plan requirement) directed via the
meeting held 9 March in response to cleaning/Inspection iterations (See
Reference 1).
2.0 SUMMARY
Teflon was detected on the walls and ceiling of the M-52 spray booth
subsequent to each of three (1 prior to the test and 2 during the test)
labor intensive solvent scrub/rinse cleaning operations. Direction was
given to perform the subject FTIR analyses prior to proceeding with the
text plan. The subject analyses provided answers to the questions
brought forth during the previous meeting. Following completion of the
action arrived at via the results of the analyses and dispensed in the
subject meeting, direction was given on 20 March to proceed with the test
plan (start at paragraph 8.2.1 B) as written.
3.0 CONCLUSIONS
Tile conclusion arrived at via the results of the _ubject FTIR analyses
are listed below.
1) Tile FTIR analyses were validated as accurate (no false
positives).
2) Teflon is not present in the spray booth air intake system.
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SPA CE OPERA TIONS
4) Teflon particles are, In part, embedded within the booth
surfaces.
5) The cleaning methodology was flawed; contamination was
transferred from area to area.
4.0 ACTION
Repeat the cleaning operation. Perform cleaning such that a discrete
region (a panel) is scrubbed with solvent soaked scotch-brite pads,
scrubbed with detergent and new scotch-brtte pads, and then rinsed.
Dispose of solvent and cleaning aids and repeat the procedure for each
panel. After cleaning the entire booth, perform FTIR analyses for Teflon
on the wipes taken over the entire booth. Re-clean any region (not just
the randomly selected wipe area within the region) identified as
contaminated. Repeat analysts for Teflon by taking another random wipe
within the region.
5.0 DISCUSSION
Results of the subject analyses are discussed in sequence with the
conclusions.
1) Some FTIR results were suspected as being false positives due to
background. The suspicion arose from Teflon traces being
identified on the new section of the west wall. Analyses for
Teflon were performed on three wipes taken on the west wall
(recently constructed) outside of the spray booth around the
environmental monitor and also on a solvent dampened wipe. The
analyses identified that false positives were not occurring.
2) Teflon particles were suspected as becoming airborne due to the
ventilation system possibly being contaminated. Analyses of
wipes taken on the roof by the air intake (1), within the blower
housing (2), on the blower fan blade (1), and on the spray booth
duct work (2) did not identify a trace of Teflon.
3) The detected levels of Teflon were suspected as being skewed due
to the size of each wiped area. The subject wipes were taken on
a much large_ area (approximately 2 ft as compared to approxi-
mately 25 in for previous wipes). The results were compared to
results after the second test plan cleaning (see attachment A).
Note that each sample wipe is taken randomly within an approx-
imately 7 x 7 ft region. Therefore, a wipe from an area within a
region may have Teflon identified for one test and a second wipe
from an area within the same region may not have Teflon
identified, and vice-versa. Results of the analyses on the wipes
demonstrate that the contaminated areas are localized or patchy.
Certification of a Teflon free booth requires that all randomly
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_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
4) The Teflon vas suspected as being embedded in/on surfaces. A
locallzed area of the east wall having obvious residue (oxide) on
the surface was wiped, abraded with emery cloth, wiped, abraded,
and wiped again. The FTIR analysis of the wipes identified a
trace of Teflon, a lesser trace of Teflon_ and finally no
detected Teflon, respectively. Teflon was embedded within the
visible oxide layer. This layer was removed by the abrasion.
5) From the discussions of the previous four sections, the conclusion
is formed that the cleaning operation was, in part, moving Teflon
from area to area. The cleaning aids and solvent were not
disposed of frequently and were, hence, a source of contamination
V. FItch /
Concurred by:
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Ext 6344, M/S L62B
Request: LWR 592584
Laboratory log # 02-21-90-31122
Subject: FTIRAnalysis of M-52 Spray Booth for Teflon
CTP-0142
FTIR analysis has been carried out on wipe samples taken from the ceiling
and wallL o_the M-52 spray booth. The samples w_re taken by wiping an area
about 5"_x_/_quare with a polypropylene wipe wet with Freon TF. The
presence of Teflon was detected by the appearance of the C-F absorbance peaks
at about 1160 and about 1230 wavenumbers.
Occurrence of Teflon
Sa_le Location Before ist Cleanin 9 2nd Cleaning 3rd Cleaning
South Wall #i (High) Present Present None
(East) ,
South Wall #i (Low) -- None
(East)
South Wall #2 (High) Present Trace None
(West) ,
South Wall #2 (Low) .... None
(West) ,
North Door East Side ---- -- Present
North Door West Side -- Present
East Ceiling #I Trace Present None
(North)
East Ceiling #2 Trace Present None
East Ceiling #3 None Trace None






Before fat Cleanln@ 2nd Cleaning _rd Cleaning
west Ceiling #i None None None
(North)
West Ceiling #2 Trace None Trace
West Ceiling #3 Trace None None
West Ceiling #4 None None None
(South)
East Wall #i (High) Present None Trace
(North)
East Wall #i (Low) Trace Trace Trace None
(North)
East Wall #2 (High) Present Present Trace
East Wall #2 (Low) Present Trace Present Trace
East Wall #3 (High) Present Present Present
East Wall #3 (Low) Present Present Trace
East Wall #4 (High) Present Present Trace
(South )
East Wall #4 (Low) Present Trace Trace None
(South)
West Wall #i (High) Trace Trace Trace
(North)
West Wall #I (Low) None Trace Trace None
(North)
West Wall #2 (High) None Trace None
West Wall #2 (Low) -- None None
West Wall #3 (High) -- None Trace
West Wall #3 (Low) -- Present Trace Trace
West Wall #4 (High) -- Present None
( south )
West Wall #4 (Low) Trace Present Trace None




In addition to the above test locations, an embedded surface on the east
wall was sampled before and after sanding with the following results:
Sample Location






Trace (less than before sanding)
None
Also, a number of samples were taken outside of the spray booth with the
following results:
Sample Location
Spray Booth Ceiling Inside
Air Ducts #i
Spray Booth Ceiling Inside
Air Ducts #2
Outside Blower Housing
Outside Blower Blades on Roof
Outside Roof by Blower Blades
to Spray Booth














Copies of the FTIR spectra are attached.

















































Fifth FTIR Sample Wipes
REVISION
DOG NO,
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SPA CE OPERA TIONS
Appendix H











Ext 6344, _/S L62B
Request: LWR 597701
Laboratory log # 04-11-90-32197
Subject: FTIR Analysis of M-52 Spray Booth Wipe Samples for Teflon
Contamination
FTIR analysis has been carried out on wipe samples taken from the ceiling
and walls of the M-52 spray booth. The samples were taken by wiping an area
approximately 2 feet by 1 foot with a methylchloroform wet wipe. The presence
of Teflon was detected by the appearance of the C-F absorbance peaks at about
1160 and about 1230 wavenumbers.
No Teflon was detected in any of the samples.
Samples were taken from the following locations:
Sample Locations
South Wall #i (East)
South Wall #2 (West)
North Door East Side
North Door West Side








West Ceiling #i (North)
West Ceiling #2
West Ceiling #3
West Ceiling #4 (South)
East Wall #i (High) (North)
East Wall #i (Low) (North)
East Wall #2 (High)
East Wall #2 (Low)
East Wall #3 (High)
East Wall #3 (Low)
East Wall #4 (High) (South)
East Wall #4 (Low) (South)
West Wall #i (High) (North)
West Wall #I (Low) (North)
West Wall #2 (High)
West Wall #2 (Low)
West Wall #3 (High)
West Wall #3 (Low)
West Wall #4 (High) (South)
West Wall #4 (Low)
Copies of the FTIR spectra are attached.
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Environmental Fallout Panels FTIR Results
REVISION
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Ext 5294, M/S 887A
Bequest: LWR600037
Laboratory log # 03-22-90-31788
Subject: FTIRAnalysls of NVR and Particulate samples from M-52 Spray Booth
for the presence of Teflon
FTIR analysis has been carried out on NVR fallout samples and particulate
samples from the M-52 spray booth. In particular, each sample was checked for
the presence of Teflon residue. The presence of Teflon was determined by the
appearance of the C-F absorbance peaks at about 1160 and about 1230
wavenumbers.
Sixteen fallout NVR samples and sixteen filter samples were tested.
No Teflon was detected with any of the samples.
Copies of the FTIR spectra are attached.








Date: 21 March, 199@
Subject: FTIR analysis of NVR from teflon booth
Ralph,












freon TF control I
teflon booth middle, east side
teflon booth north west corner
teflon booth south west corner
teflon booth middle, west side
teflon booth south east corner
teflon booth north east corner
freon TF control 2








freon TF control 1
teflon booth south east corner
teflon booth SOCLth west corner
teflon booth middle, east side
teflon booth middle, west side
teflon booth north east corner
teflon booth north west corner
I
freon TF control 2
Attach the FTIR spectra to the environmental fallout panel data
sheetj return to M-35A ASAP
Thank you,
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MAIL STOP WORK ORDER NO
SAMPLE INFORMATION
58,!033
5AMPI.E [.'IESCRIP 1 ION
- " • .... r" mr
RI" NO STOCK NO
PROJECT NO TASK _UBTASK
USER PCN
[] RAW MATERIAL DAre
L_ INPROCESS
[] POST PROCESS
i SERIAL NO /LOT NO !ASSEMBLY PART NO. r ASSEMBLY SERIAL NO r.
TEST REQUIRED OR DESCRIPTION OF WORK REQUIRED, INCLUDE REASON FOR REQUEST
_ '_'_l_.'a:Jec!:uci.: In,z b±e,.,cerrc-c_hjfil_er zor ta_lo;', aria te¢ion prcauccs _ per :e_icn




,---, , . , _,
RESULTS OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
I
1
"t_ ' "" .... " ,, ",, " " _,' ' ' ' :"_':1"'_;'," :,.'..', '. • " / ,
TIME REQUIRED IOArE REPORTED
DISPOSiTi0N'
[] ACCEPT [] REJECT [] RESAMPLE
;*I _i =i _.._ ,_,,_i_ x,,'_ki-_;_i_i_, .+_;.'.
), !
SIQNATUREDATE ANO lIME COMPLEI'ED
TWO_-500!2
K-2




































































































































































Originator: R. W. Jessop
Ext. 6238, M/S 695
Request: LWR 594129
Laboratory Log # 03-01-90-31743
Subject: FTIR Analysis of Bleeder Cloth Filter for Teflon
The FTIR spectrum of the bleeder clgth was obtained by clamping the
material against an ATR crystal. NO Teflon was detected on the sample.
A copy of the FTIR spectrum is attached.
No:..-, _:= '_a.
,








FROM EXTENSION cost CENTER mnOJeCTNO rASX SUaTA_K
7,. -:::,.;c," 6 ."2 "_ 69 '_.
i
ORGANIZATION MAIL S'roe rwoRxORDER NO USER I_CN
SAMPLE INFORMATION
MIX SAMPtED 8_¢
TEST REQUIRED OR DESCRIPTION OF WORK REQUIRED. INCLUDE REASON FOR REQUEST
1.









I. ¢d 7' . , • ' ,..,,.; , ,
R'EPORT RESULTS TO JSENO COPY _ " ]RIESULTS OE$1REO SY (SPECIIFtC DATE| ' - , '
._; I [ _AP (_ 22 march 1990 _i ;,_k:_o _i.,,
R. W. Jeesop J 8. Golenievokt llUTHOR1ZEDSIQNATURIEbRINSPIECIFIONSlrA&qp '. a,_ ;! .,.,_ ....m/e 695 =/a L72 '
, , ii ....... i , ,




" , " ' ' [] ACCEPT i[] REJECT ,_ [] RESAMPLEk
, .-_,,, . _ . , .:::i :_;t:"_" '_,: : :i'_.'t_":'4 _.-' •_" .,._I,'_.... _ _.:_m_,_,.__._:'.._:.:.:.;i_,_,._:
f,,-
i
°"'°-""" i'" F''°'° -" -






























., . _r _ -
LABORATORY WORK REQUEST ° - '_




R. W. Jesso p 6238
:'°_ 594134
COIT _N_R _O,R_ NO. "" _Sg i SUSTAS_
I6953
ORDER _. URER I _N
BI143 ,I
O_GANt_tIIO_ lUlL
Co,_t. control Mf_. Engineerin$ 695
SAMITE INFORMATION
TEST REOUIRED Oil O($CRilI1]ON OF WORK RIOUI_D. reCLUSE REAION FOt_ tIOUIIT
1
Analysis _ethis bleeder cloth filter for teflon residue per J. i)letz p]ease :_i:-;r resul_s.
2.
_5_ _ _/_,- ___
3.









_I _ IIy IIPECIFIC DATE)
ASAP 18 April 1990
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE OR iNIIIECTION STAMP
FOR LABORATORY USE ONLY
t




[] REJECT [_ RESAMPLE
DATE _ _ COMPLITED
III














































































































LABORATORY WORK REQUEST ,: -_0C0__I
SAMPLE INFORMATION
SA'._mE _SCn,pT)O_ "-" RAW MATERIAL |OAT_
/
...... '_ K _ /ll" Z'_. -_C
.....°,,o----=,.__= __.o,o,.o ,,,,_._,.° __,......°
___ /_
")"_ "_C<.?/G .-4_ _ _ "7 _ ......Js*,*_n
FOR LABORATORY USE ONLY
,_'1_ ,/_-
il ,,-
\,,,' ( i< /
_Y
_{SULT_I,O_ LAROR&TOAY &F_&LY_)_
OATE &NO Tr_4[ CO=,_@IETFO
HA _ BEE_I (oR.mEtreD ra
nl
....... olsP0siTib_ ---- ---





_; , I:C,_. _
._oH[:j_ _.:_
,lo. ID, IL Serial
_ro$; _tx ff_x F_Iure _OGeHn]I1, S|S
Oia _ettio; L_+I 5(r_ss ............................
fin) (inZ) (Ibsl (osil I 2 _ 4 5 0 7 5 9 1_)
0(_1544 I.!2832
! nu,1_44 1.118:3
7 i 0001&44 1.12919
0001_44 i 1.128_B
!i!i_ 00016¢4 , 1.128_3
Iv 0001_44 1.129_B
II ]i i 0041&44 _i 1.129:8
0001+44 [ 1,12P_9
' _ ,0001&44 1.12930
It : i 0_1644 : 1.12919
15 :_1 ! ¢OOl&lq 1.12939
1-
15 : .ii :_' ] I , ,' Or,Of&44 : i _ 1.12838
17 _/i *OOOll41;'_ I : 1,129:9
lq , OOQl&44. ii '_1.I2_9
21 !i _'00_1&44 ' 1.I:039
!_i:;0_1644 1.118t8
23 i ,!_ 0001_44' 1.1293_




I._60 122_ )225 P5 5
1.000 2121 2121 I(,)
!,)i) _ll3 1!13 TC6
1,000 1t3_ :I3_ "5
f,_% _6f; lbl7 I_O
l.OO0 200_ 2P_5 I_0
1.000 2451 21Sl I00
l.l_O 2i68 2169 ;_
1,000 251S 2_15 _5 5
I.OOO 15_ TS_ 95 5
l.OOO 266_ 26_5 q5
1.000 2_81 2291 97
l.OOO 2967 29_7 leo
1.0_0 1291 3239 14 )
1.0_0 24_4 _(ni IOn
I,OOO _079 3079 ICO
l.O_O 2994 2994 9& 2






























.',HEU_SE_ i = C_nest,.e'_heno[tc
Test Hichlne: _L_2!I







Cross Max Ma: FiilureMo_e ;aai,;is
Fine! Oil _ectio= L_ae 5tress .................................


























1.1211311 I,(.)0 _IIS 7.11S 110 20
1,12P3_t 1._,,'l .',tTI !?'ii '_5 Z'_ I:) P
1,12111_ 1,000 _037 _017 _ I0 4 ;
1,1211_i] !,::00 201111 20117 ._ 25 $0 F
I, 12B;3 I, _.I',0 .'_105 ."-B65 7i) 20 ]el,_
1,12915 1,00," :411 3441 iv] 30 P
1,12S'll I.P.;.+O 479T !_-9; 72 20 11
:.i:0_,_ l,ooe 105l 406? $0 42 0 l
l.l:_]._ 1.l)_)0 ,1718 _248 25 _5 "_0
1,12113D 1,000 ,11.... _0 i0 . _.
1.12t,q11 1.e(_0 4n63 4_'$3 _0 ,_: .," 8_P
I'1 ll.,,8._ 1. O,)t) 21_3 21_" h,. 5 _'_ _tP
I, I:l_;_ I.':)(} l lrq t_:7,_ In [0 c.(i ,:
I. 12S'9 1. i+[)f, _2_ I''" 4') *
1,1791_ I..,7,,6 ,o.- :_'_r 1_, :_
I. 110]3 I. (,,)(, 41.!'? 417: "'1 27 "
1.129"_7 1,0;)0 t2_,q 4".;,_ _.5 _5
1.1.9.3 I. 0,5(: 417_ t]_ _" It)
' n ?" . .Till q41, ., I(),, ].L:, l. ,_,)_ " _ _ "_'
'_ TI. 1.ft_8 1,000 4,)_9 1087 40 80 B
I. 12_11_ 1.((i0 1502 r.- 5 :>=4j, ia Ea3 I.c ..,
_:_:_. :_ '&r: 11,7
87 :I
;r_=ire_ _ _'_ _tkinicll Pro=erties I_SlirilCl?rlP-]t:C,? . ii_._i[.n oi rhe _1_r, la:orat_r:_S
_* +,* .....
pa_ z
•_r:{_ QUALITYOF .... R
TWR-50012
L.4
" LDo._L.:.-_ T=.$t Tv:+"s?,,:cta_: ..... c Tensile Cah=.s;on Eros=_neadSEE_,_d:5 ln/min
Cress 4a, T4a_ Failure _ode _naiysls
"s_t _Eq_nt Oa_el D_a Section Load Stre_s
_l,_. I0. _0. _erlal ;in} (in2) (lbs) (osi) l 2 3 _ 5 G 7 8 3 le
I _.?!CT?
£_.,llST7 I._?fO 1. Z27 ?55 77) I_
) ?_IG77 I.Z_,_ I._7 337 763 5
) .7_1877 1._Ng l._7 1037 B_5 It_
_,e,'_e CPSI): 823
_tardard _evtatl.?n: 58.9
C?_ff. of 'Jar: 7._
2 38
}ate: _-19-7% Test Iiachine:RIE}[E l_rature: 75 De_. F
Technician:L.O.I,¢__TERS Test Type: &50_gree Pee_[ Cros_ead SI:x,ed: _._ inlmin
Min _aw _
Test Seg_nt Pa_l Width Stress Stress Stress irvches
_o. IO. ID. Serial (in) (pli) (_li) (pli) Peeled
Failure Mode Pmalysis
I 2 3 & 5 6 7 8 ? IB
I _5 _O. _ t"&_IG77 l,O_'_ 171.3 I._.7 179,1 3,_
2 _5 DES. PEEL _1677 I.Pk"OB 17_._ l_.& IBJ.& 3.2
3 _5 DEG. PEEL _IGT7 I._._ 171._ 18_.5 ]77.7 _.8
&5 BEG. _EI. _1677 0,..%_!I 17&,7 1_7.8 18@.0 3._
5 _5 _G.. _El. _1677 I._k_ 16_.3 18q.5 I@_.7 3.G
G _5 DES. _ _1677 @.?B_ 16_.7 IB].? 178,1 3._
7 _5 DEG, PEEL _IB77 I,_ 157.7 I0_._ [7_.l _.2
_erage: 163.1 185.6 17!,@
Standard Deviation: G.O 2.G 3,8
Coeff. of Vat: 3. EB I.H 1._$






I -- I:klheslve/,4*tal 5 = Cohesice/P,_bber ? = Void
L_R I ' 5_'_1 2 -- Cohesive/_dhesive 6 = _dhesr_e/Rubber le = Failure Com_nt
_,)rk_'der: BIIZB 3 : _he_tv*IPh._Iic : : Coheslveltiner TB : Tab Br.,::1,e
r_r:_lr,ator: VItlE-L_t_"_ER _ -- Cc_e_i_etPhrrelic B : _dh_ive/Liner B : .:utton Side
P = _a_l Side
Date: _-_-_ Test Machine:RIE}ILE T_perat,J_: 7'3 DelI. F
Tecnnician:LD.W_TE_5 Test Typ4_; Tensile(_dhe,_ion CrossheadS_: .5 inllin
_ross _i_ l_ax _ailure_ode _malysts
Te_t Segment Pa_I Dia Section load Stress
I_o. ID. ID. Serial fin) (irw?.)(Ibsl (psi) I 2 ] a 5 & 7 8 9 10
I_ t_t_16% 1. _ I. _27 I_? B31 tt_
13 _t_16% l._t_ I._l 1_9 855 1@_
la _16% I,_ 1.227 983 B_l 2 ._





Date: _A-I%_ lest Machine: RIDILE Temperature: 75 Beg. F
T_znnician: LD._LTERS Test Type: _5 Degree Peel Crosshead SSx,e(l: 2._ |n/liB
Nin _ _g
Test Segment Par_l Width _tress Stress Sires Inches
fl_. ID. ID. Serial [in) lpii) _pli) Ipli) _._eled
Failur__$'x_e_lysis
I _ 3 _ 5 G 7 B 9 I_
9 _5 DEB. PEEL @_16% 1._ laS. 6 165.7 1_.3 3.6
? _5 DEG. _ _1676 0.99t_ 1%.5 I_.3 163.1 3._
I_ _5 DEG. PEEL (_16% I.t_ 152.8 165.1 158.8 3.5
It a5 DEG. PEEL _16% 1.0_ 1_8.3 16_.8 I_.1 3._
I_ _5 O'Er. PEEl. _163G _..%E_@ 167.I 172.4 167.8 3.2
13 ,_5 DEG, PE£L _l_?B l.P.3_ 151.9 171._ 163.5 _,2
I_ _5 DEG. PI:EL ?W'_I6?G I.@_7_ 1_.5 1_7,_ 159,9 2.3
_'vera_e: 15_,5 IF_,_ 161.6
StandardDeviation: 5._ 2.9 3.4
%eff, of qar: 3._T 1.7_ _._






.WRI : G_P_?I ? _- C._esive/lldhe_i_e
-_rkOrder: Bt138 ] = (_dhesive/Pher_.l ic








TB : Tab B_We









Test Segment Panel Oia SKtion Load
No. ID. IO. Serial (inl (i_) (Ibs)
Max Failure I'bde_b_alysis
Str_s
(psil I 2 3 4 5 6 l @ 9 16
EB t_4_17_3 I,_L_@6 I._l 197G








Coeff, of Vat: _,6
I ?)
]ate: @&-1%_ Test _chine_ RIEHI.E T_eerature_ 75 Deg. F
Technician:LD.WCW.TERS Test Type: &5 DegreePeel Cros_heidS_.ed: Z.9 in/min
Test Segment Panel Width Stress Stress St_s Inch_
No. IO. ID. _erial (in) (pill (pli) Ipli) Pt_led
Vmil_reNode /_nai_is
I Z 3 & 5 5 7 8 g Ill
15 &5 I_B. _ 00017_3 1._ 157.Z t69, ¢ 1_. t &.0 3
lG _5 OE8. _ 99017z_ 0.9890 15_.9 170._ 165,0 3.3 IOl
17 45 DES, _ _lT2] 1.9aPO 157.0 171.0 1_.5 3,3 3 97
IB _5 DEG. PEEL (_I7_3 0._8_ I_,3 171.7 165.l t.l l(_
19 &_ DE8,,PEEl. _17_3 I,_ I_. 2 172,6 l_. 3 3,2 _ 98
_O &5 CEB, PEEL _I7_3 I,_ 158,3 I/3.7 I_.7 3,_ I_
_I _5 DEG, _EL t_17_3 I._ 153.3 173.B 16_,4 3,9 I_
Rver_ge: l_6.J 171.? l_. 7
Standard Deviation: 1,7 _._ 1.5
C._)eff.of Var: l._ I._B 9,93

























SUBJECT: CTP-OI42A, Revision B Justification
REFERENCE: L623-FY90-M134, 'CTP-OI42, Bond Strength Test Results,
V. Fitch, 24 April 1990
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The H-52 spray booth qualification test for paint and Chemlok application
processes of domes was conducted per CTP-OI42A. The spray booth passed
all tests, except, it did not pass the paragraph 8.2.2A test of the CTP.
In accordance with paragraph 8.2.2A, two each NBR insulation to steel
and steel epoxy steel (systems tunnel type III) witness panels were
processed simultaneously with the test dome. The insulation witness
panels represented the dome process configuration and the epoxy witness
panels provided a sensitive bond system for disc_imlnatlon of contaml-
nants in the spray booth.
The insulation witness panels had acceptable bond strengths when compared
against the established RSRM witness panel data base. The epoxy witness
panels did not have acceptable bond strength when compared against the
established RSRM witness panel data base. A subsequent investigation
identified circumstances that could account for the unacceptable bond
strengths of the epoxy witness panels. An engineering evaluation test
was conducted that verified the cause and affect relationship between the
circumstances and the bond strengths of the epoxy witness panels.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this memo is to disseminate the events and rationale
that drove revision B o{ CTP-O142A.
3.0 SUMMARY
The introduction of adverse bonding variables to the CTP epoxy witness
panel test mitigates this test {allure. The wrongly introduced variables
had a detrimental effect on the bond strength of the epoxy witness panels
as evidenced by the engineering evaluation test. Had the variables not












The epoxy witness panels were adversely affected by process variables
wrongly introduced to the test that were not associated with the test
objectives and, hence, a "no test" declaration for the epoxy witness
panel portion of the CTP is justified.
Comparison of the CTP epoxy witness panels with the established RSRM
systems tunnel witness panel data base is erroneous.
5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Perform a re-test of the epoxy witness panels.
Revise the epoxy witness panel test method and the CTP accordingly.
Compare test results against a control set instead of the systems tunnel
witness panel data base.
6.0 DISCUSSION
Reference 1 details the CTP epoxy witness panel test results, the wrongly
introduced test variables, and the engineering evaluatlon test procedure.
These items are recapped below.
The insulation witness panels predominantly had cohesive failure and
elastomer strength consistent with the established RSRM witness panel
data base. The average tensile adhesion strengths were 823 and 822 psi
and the average peel strengths were 179 and 162 pli (LUR-600021). The
data base mean are 756 psi and 172 pli. The epoxy witness panels
predominantly had adhesive failure and averaged bond strength that was
not within 5 standard deviations of the established RSRM data base mean.
The average tensile adhesion strengths were 2914 and 3875 psi
(LWR-600021). The data base mean is 5588 psi and the mean less five
standard deviations is 3734 psi.
The high occurrence of epoxy witness panel adhesive failure prompted
concern about witness panel preparation. Three variables were identified
as being wrongly introduced to the test. I) The bond surfaces of the
panels were not prepared with silane primer (adhesion promoter applied to
the systems tunnel case bond surface and witness panels). Silane primer
precludes adhesive failure by masking minor surface contamination
effects. 2) The panels remained in the spray booth for upwards of a week
prior to assembly. The steel bond surface had ample time to oxidize.
Oxidation will lower the applicable epoxy to steel bond strength.
Additionally, the test environment of the panels was not controlled and
the distinct possibility exists that adverse unknown variables were
introduced. 3) The prepared witness panel bond surfaces were covered
with "black poly" while on the panel holder (the Chemloked panels were
left on the floor and uncovered). Manufacturing procedures do not allow
prepared bond surfaces to be in contact with black poly. This procedure
was established after a similar incident when the bond strength of
Chemloked witness panels was suspected as being adversely effected by
transference of contamination from black poly.
REVISION





The engineering evaluation test objective was to account for the effects
of the test variables introduced during the CTP testing. Preparation of
the bond specimens is discussed below.
1) 2 freshly grit blasted and methyl chloroform vapor degreased
witness panels (designated A and B) were placed in the spray
booth and exposed to a spray booth operational cycle. The
operational cycle simulates the external paint cure cycle and
consists of having the make-up air fans on with booth
temperature at 135°F for 5 hours.
2) 2 freshly grit blasted and methyl chloroform vapor degreased
witness panels (designated C and D) were placed outside of the
spray booth in the M-52 surge area and exposed to ambient
conditions (facility control).
3) 2 freshly grit blasted and methyl chloroform vapor degreased
witness panels (designated E and F) were assembled in the
laboratory along with the aforementioned panels (lab control).
4) The bond surfaces of panels A - D & F were not silane primed but
the bond surface of panel E was silane primed. All tensile
buttons were silane primed to force the failure to the panel
side. Following a 24 hour ambient cure the tensile buttons were
pull tested at a 0.05 inch per minute pull rate.
The engineering evaluation test results are listed below.
PANEL EXPOSURE TENSILE (psi)
Z ADHESIVE
FAILURE
A BOOTH CYCLE 4225 21
B BOOTH CYCLE 4185 25
C M-52 AMBIENT 3893 40
D M-52 AMBIENT 3850 49
E LAB CONTROL, No. i 5386 0
F LAB CONTROL, No. 2 3652 34
The conclusions derived through this test are listed below.
I) The spray booth environment exposed panels had significantly
greater bond strength than the surge area environment exposed
panels. This indicates that the spray booth will provide a
better bonding environment for domes than is currently available
for case hardware.
2) The silane primer increased the bond strength 50% for the control
panels. This indicates that silane primer would have
significantly increased the bond strength of the CTP witness
panels.
A023243a
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3) The spray booth panels had greater strength during the
englneerlng evaluation test than they did during the CTP test.
This indicates that the controlled test minimized the effect on
bond strength from oxidation, "black po]y", and/or unknown
variables.
The engineering evaluation test provides sufficient justification to
repeat the epoxy witness panel test. Scrutiny of the CTP test procedure
following the engineering evaluation test lead to the conclusion that the
CTP test method was flawed. Nor should its results be compared with the
systems tunnel data base for acceptance. The reasons for this are l)
sllane primer precludes surface contamination effects and discrimination
of surface contamination effects is the objective of the test, 2) time
lines of systems tunnel surface preparation to primer application and
dome surface preparation to panel primer application are not consistent
which introduces the oxidation variable, and 3) systems tunnel panels are
prepared in final assembly and the CTP test panels are prepared in the
lab which introduces a human and facility variable.
Revision of the test procedure was prudent. The re-test is designed to
isolate the spray booth environment exposure variable. Panels (5 total)
exposed to the spray booth environment will be statistically compared
against control panels not exposed to the spray booth environment (5
total). Should the spray booth exposed panels have significantly lower
bond strength than the control panels, the test has failed (Significantly
lower bond strength was defined at the 95_ confidence level during the
CTP-O142B TRR). All other process variables will be a constant for both
panel sets. The panel bond surface will not be silane primed for the
primer masks contaminants. All tensile buttons will be silane primed to
ensure that any adhesive failure occurs on the panel side.
The dome is not required per CTP-OI42B to be re-processed during this
re-test. A spray booth operational cycle of make-up air fans on and
booth temperature at 135°F for 4 to 5 hours is specified and will
suffice. The ability to process the dome in the spray booth has been
identified. The issue to be addressed by this test is whether or not
there are contaminants indigenous to the spray booth that could become
airborne and be deposited on dome bond surfaces during processing and
that vould adversely affect the NBR to steel bond strength.
The proposed test as discussed and the revision to the CTP were approved










































































































































































































































































Report to: Joel Ward (Ext 5294, M/S 887A)
Request: LWR 582896
Laboratory log # 04-19-90-32462
Subject: FTIR Analysis of NVR and Filtered Particulate samples from M-52 Spray
Booth for the presence of Teflon
Sampled 16 Apr. 1990
FTIR analysis has been carried out on NVR fallo_It samples and partic_llate
samples from the M-52 spray booth. In particular, each sample was checked for
the presence of Teflon residue. The presence of Teflon was determined by the
appearance of the C-F absorbance peaks at about 1160 and about 1230
wavenumbe rs.
Eight fallout NVR samples and eight filter samples (including ref. samples)
were received for testing.
No Teflon was detected with any of the samples.
Copies of the FTIR spectra are attached.
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CTP-0142, Revision B, Conscan Data
REVISION
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CTP-0142, Revision B, Witness Panel Pull Test Data
REVISION
91073-2.17
DOC_0. ']'WR-R_12 [ VOL
SEC ]PAO, Q-1
° I = AdhesivelMetal
LWR ! : CTP-BA 2 = Cohesive/Adhesive
_nrk Order: HR61A 3 = _dhesive/Phenolic
Originator: V. FITCH 4 : CohesivelFneno]ic
[J_te: 21MAYgQ.... Test Hachine: [NSTR45_5
lechnician:3. _ARD Test Tspe: Type li] Tensiie
_rDss tlax
5pec Seo_ent Pane| Oia Section Load








IB : lab Broke
B : Bi1ttonSioe
P : Pane] SLde
IT = invalidTest
Te_oerature: 7B DeQ. F
Cr_shee_ S_ee_: .0% _n_n
Stress ......................................
tpsi) I 2 $ 4 5 b 7 B 9 I_


















O_ the SpaceContaminationCc't,c! l_.:,r_tory
C_F _C,:7;RQUALITY
• I = Adhesive/Metal
LWR | : CIP-OF 2 = Cohesive/Adhesive
WorW Orderl HR61A 3 = AdhesivelPhenolic





lest l>pe: Ty_e Ill tensile
Cros5 _ax
5pec Beo_ent + - Panel Oia Section Load







11 : Failure Comment
TB : Tab Broke
B : ButtonSide
P : Far,el Side
IT : Invalid test




(psi) 1 2 3 4 _ 6 7 8 9 1_
I CTF-8[42 F 8061582 I.IZ+++ l.gs_ %6_ 5672 1+a
2 CTP-_I42 F I_I1582 1.12_ _,gq_ $_10 _322 I_0
3 CTF-01_3 F _BBISB2 1.]280_ _,:g_ 5%65 5568 1_0
4 CTP-O142 F 0B_1582 1,1Z_7 B,;q; 54_,4 $4L_ 1£0
5 Clf-0147 F IB01502 1.12BZI 1.71o 5719 572_ !00
6 CTF-_142 F _01|592 [.12G_ _.gcg _41 6B45 t_
7 CIP-_142 F BgOlSB2 I.IZBBI t.779 5891 5884 5 _5
B CIP-0142 F II61582 l,IZBl_ l.°+9 5115 +I19 tl +l
9 CTP-0142 F 1_01582 1.12G_ 0._+ _+l 56_5 1_0
11 [lF-7142 F 1161582 1.12BC_ I.$_9 5650 f654 IBl
11 CTF+Olq2 F !_Bl582 i.!:_lO 1.97g 5717 5721 IBB

































10 : Failure _o._ent
IB = lab Broke
: Button Side
? = Fanel Side
IT = lrvalid le_t
Test MacMne: lNSlR45_5 lemeereture: 78 Deg. F
lest ]vpe: lype Ill leTsiie £rc,sshe_d _Deed: ,_5 tni_tn
_ross _ 6ax Fazlure _ode Aqal_s_s
Panel Dia Section Lo_d Stress ......................................
ID, Serial (in) (in2j (Ihs) {psi] l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1_
l CTP-OI42 8 0B_226 1.12B_0 _.ggg 53_5 %C_g l_
2 CTP-_142 _ _226 1.128_ _,9gg 44_ 4472 2B BB
4 CTF'-£142 B BBBCZ2& I._Z_G_ _.%_ 51_,4 5157 iOC
_' _ ' B _22_ 1._80_ _.9_9 ._.B 5!71 IB _
7 CTF'-_J42 B B_BB22_ 1,1_3_ _._g _26_ _266 I_
B CTF'._142 B BBBg226 !.I2BB_ _.9_g 4B_ 48b_ IBB
g CIF-_[42 B _e0_226 1.12BO_ _.?;g 4i3_ 4;33 18 ;g
B_.B_b !,IZ_ B._g_ 42c_ _2_5 15 85
lJ CTF-g142 _ _0_Z26 1.12G_ _._79 5_?:_ 51C'2 i_
A_eraoe (FSII: ..... : 5_44 5 g5
Standard Deviation: .,...L
Cceff. of b_r: 7,L










I = _dh_ive;M_tel 5 = Cohesivef_L:_ber
2 =Cot,esi,,elA_h_sive 6 = _dhesive_Rubber
3 = _dh_slve/Fhsno]Jc 7 = C_h_sive/Liner
4 = Cohesiv_/F'henolic 8 = Adhesive/Liner
9 = Void
Test Machine: I_STR4_05 Terperature_ 70 Deg.F
Test Type: TYpe Ill Tensile CrossheadSpeed: .B5 inlmin
1_ = FailureComment
TB = l_b Drok_
D = _utton Side
P = ;enel _ide
IT = InvalidTest
Cr_s Ilax Max Fai]ure Mo_eAne;fs_s
Spec Segment Fanel _ia Section Load Stress ......................................
_io. TO, Ig,--Serial (in} (in2) fibs) (_sil I 2 $ 4 _ 6 7 8 _ I_
................................................................................................................
I CTF-_I42 G _0_8_4 1.12808 8._79 aJ78 4181 I_ 9_ F
% CTP-_142 G _34 1.128_Z _,_9 5C26 _,3_ !_B
C;F'-_I42 G _8_4 1.128_0 0.?_ 4781 4785 l_ _B F
7 CTF-_I&2 S _88_4 1.12B_ _.g_9 5743 5747 I_
C_;-_142 8 _83& 1.1280_ Lg_g 5%5 5%9 1_
g CTF-_I42 G _8_8_4 _.[288_ _._9 5128 5132 IZ_
!_ CIF-_I42 G B_B34 1.12B)_ _._g 5_2& 5627 _ g5 F
t! CTF-_I42 G _834 1.12_B _._ 54_4 5q_8 'l_+
12 CTF-0142 G _g_834 1.12E_8 _._;g 588? 58;3 1_
_ve,aoe !FSII: .... 5242
_n_ard _eviation: _74,_
...... of ?ar: 12,9
6 94
l





• , '- ! = Adhesive/Metal
LWR! : CIP-IC 2 = Cohesive/Adhesive
3 = Adhpsive/F'henolicW,rk Order: HRblA . _ .
Originator: V. FIICH . ' 4 = CohesivelFhenoIic
21_Ayg|_; _- ::...... lest Machine: lNSTR45_9D_Le_
Technician:J, WARD, lest l:p_: l_pe If[ lensile
-'7 ..........
, • . ..... Cross _ax
Spec _eorent ...._'-Panel Dia Section Load






10 = Failure Coeeent
TB = lab _ro)e
B = _utton Side
P = PanelSide
IT = InvalidTe_t
Temeerature: 7B Oe9. F
Cr_sshead SPeEd: .65 in/ein
Maw Failure_ode Analysis
Stres_ ......................................
[psil 1 2 _ 4 5 _ 7 B 9 ll
I CIP-)142 C _BBB@BI 1.128_B _._9g 4,_;8 45(]1 I0 _B P
2 CIF-BI_) C BBBBBBI 1.12BOB ),919 47,!,54T',IB 2B BZ P
3 CIP-0!42 C 8_OBBBI I.JZB{',B@._79 423_ 4_39 i"_,80 P
4 CIP-Z._42 C _Olgl I.[_'C8 _.q_q)9 4!7g 4!32 25 75 F
_, CTF-_142 .... : C e_BOBBl I.ICB_ B._?9 4,%4 4_7 !_ 9@ P
& CTF-BI42 ::" C B_BB_81 1.12B_B _.?9g ._B_6 5_,g IB gB
7 CIP-II42 /;1. C (_(lll_181 1.12BOI) B.gg? 5484 )488 IBi
B CTP-_I42 C BBI)0BBI 1,1288_ _._9 4447 445_ 15 85 P
g CIP-@I42 ,_".C B_888Bl 1.12SEi_ _.799 .%84 51B7 I_ _ F
IB CT_-_142 '._/"C (_B)BBI 1,12BBB B.999 5533 5537 I_ _B F
I[ CTF-B).42: C Oi)?_B81 1.12B_ _.99g 5141 9144 I(_ qB P
12 CTF-BI42.t'I:j'I:C i6_8_81: 1,128BB B.999 466_ 4_._9 IZ g_ P
"T Y" " ....
Average(PSI):"'_'''L_....... 480_ 13 88
_tandard Deviation:. 479,3
Coeff. of Var: .i;_._._ "_ _..
' ) ........ -'-- T- .......................




• I = Adhesive/Metal
LWR ! : CTP-BH 2 = CohesivelAdhesi_e
3 = Adhesive/PhenolicW_rk Order_ HR61A
4 = CohesivelFhenolicOriginator: V. FITCH "
r: _f_vog T_st Machin_t INSTR45B5









TB = Tab Broke
B = Button Side
= FaneI Side
IT = InvalidTest
Teeoereture: 70 Deg. F
Crosshead Speed: ,_5 inXmin
Max FaiJure_ode Analysis
Soec Seo_ent " Panel _ " Dia S_ction Load Stress ......... L..... - ......................



























._ ,. _. -_.
StandardDeviation:
Co_ff. of Var: . _ .
1.12800 0.9_9 545L 5455 I_9
1.128_9 8.99g 518_ 5184 tOO
1.1:880 +,?+9 56+2 5++6 li+
1.12_Bg 6.)99 495) 4?54 19 _ P
1,I_8_9 6.99_ 5698 56_4 160
1.12808 B.999 5966 597D IBB
1.128_0 _.999 5411 5415 5 95 B
1.128_ _._99 3866 3869 45 55 P
1,128_ _.999 5848 5852 5 95 B
1.128)_ _._9 5961 5965 "I86





_ared by theSpace ContaminationCont,olLaboratory'
_h!_,+,+,_L PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
• , , . ,.;,_, " F_ilure _ode r,ev
" , - _ "';:_q"-__,:i_:-_":" _ ! = Adhesive/Ketal 5 = Cohe__ive/Rubber . II = Flilure Co,,ent
LIR ! = ::. -"CTP-iO' ,:!::',i. . 2 = Cohesive/Cldhesive 6 = Adhesive/Rubber 1D = Tab Broke
I_ork Order= __:__..HD3H8 '-:: 3 = Adhesive/Fhenolic 7 = CohesivetLiner 9 = Button Side _ .
Oriqinator; :_....;V, EITCH:;:; i= Cohes;veJPhenolic--8 = Adhesive/Liner- --'..... P ; Pa,e[ Side
- • ' ' - - 9 = Void IT = InvalidTest
Dare'=": 2tHAYq|-_:_ TestHachine: [HSrRH4565 Te,perature:....76 -.-Deo.,F
Technician: V,ltARNER-;_-_ ,-. _ Test Type: Type Ill Tensile Crosshead Speed: .65 in/=in
_!.+.:::.,_. , Cross Max Max FailureRode Analysis
..................-'._':.--7_--,...................................................................................
[ C[P-6142 '.'::_0 6811286 1.J2666 9,9_9 4_35 4338 16 _6 F
2 CTP-B142" ;_"D I_661286
3 CTF-9142 ,'D 0981289
6 CTP-O142 _"..-."_LO6661296
• 7 " CTP-6[42/ :: _'_;0, H61286
• 9 CTP-SJ.42," _.-. i) 88B1289
CtF-e142:.:_ ",.:.:.D9661299
:Jl CTP-8142 ._:i_._:D686129_
11 CTP-6142, . _:.',__-969129_
12 •_|P-II42:_'.'i.-.-0 6001296
Standard Deviation= ..........


















































- ?: _--, _ _ p.- _



















I_ : Feilure Comrent
TB : lab Erode
B : Button Side
P = Fanel Side
IT =]nvalid lest
lestM_chine: INSTF4505 Temoermture: 79 Oeo. F
TestType: Type Ill lensi]e CrossheadSpeed: ._5 in/nin
Crcss Max Max Failure Mode Analysis
Spec Seu_ent"' ' Panel Oia Section Lo_d Stress ......................................


























Average (PSI/: """ ....
StandardDeviation:
Coeff. of Var: .......
1.1280_ e,g?9 52.'.',5236 5 95 F'
I,128_B B.gg9 ='7".,..,5_77. I_B,
1,12878 _.g?9 442.n ':431 i_ 90 F
1,12800 B.;_; 5564 5567 18_
I.IZBB_, B,q_ 5712 5915 l_g
1.129_B 8.9_9 4426 4429 .2_ Be P
1.12855 B,999 5!66 5175 IBB
I,I_;P._Be,979 4873 4877 5 _5 P
1.128_8 g._99 _61 4_63 IB _@ F
I.I}gBB B,S_ 4543 4646 5 95 P
















. . . - _
Laboratory i ...... :- :........ : ....... - --
[ , ' :
: ..... : TWR-50012
Q-lO
• " I = Adhesive/_etal
LkR ! : CIP-BJ 2 = Cohesive/Adhesive
Work Order: HR61A 3 = AdhesivelPhenoli_
Originator: V. FIICH 4 : Cohesive/Phenolic
[bate: 21MATg_'_: '....Te_tMachinelINSTR4_85 "
lechnician:J. WARO :, lestlype: Type Ill lensile
Cross Max
Spec Segment '":'_/Panel Oia Section Load







18 = Failure Comment
lB = Tab Broke
B = Button Side
P = Panel Side
IT = InYalidTest
leioerature: 7B Deo. F
Crosshead Speed: .65 inlmin
Max Failure Mode_naiysis
Stress ......................................
(psi) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I_
CTP-BI42 J IB01257 1.12B_B _,79_ 4BgB 41[0 15 B5
2 CTF-BI42 _ _1257 1.12B_B _.9_9 5515 55L8 lOB
3 CTP-BI42 a BBB1257 I.IZBBB e,9_ 5542 5646 iC0
:'2_ : 954 CIF-B142 O BB_1257 1.128G_ e._9 5eIS _,_ ,
5 CTF-C142 ...... _ e_Bi257 1.128_ B.99_ 4366 456g 15 85
6 CIF-BI42 -: _ _BB1257 1.12B_ _.999 512_ 5124 JOB
7 CTP-BI42 7 ,,j_ gOg1257 1.128B_ g.999 5588 5592 5 95
8 CTF-OI42 " J B_01257 1.128BB B.999 4696 4699 IB _8
9 CTP-BI42 (!'__ BG_1257 1.12BB_ B.9_9 4929 4_32 18 _
IB CIP-BI42' _ :'_ _B_1257 1.12BBB B.gB9 .riB20 5B24 I_B
ii CTF-BI42 ;: J BBBI257 1,128_ B.999 4897 4981 _B_
12 CTP-BI42 ,._ _BB1257 !.128_B B.999 55_6 5_IB I_B
A_erage (PSI): ............... 51_3
StandardDeviation: 5D7.3
CoeH, of Var: ....-! : I_.5
5 95
-)
















FROM : L. J. Manuel
Test _'lanning and Reports
SUBJECT : Update of Pass/fail Criteri. a for the M-52 Spray
Booth Qualification
REFERENCE: Test Readiness Review Package, Titled "CTP-OI42
Rev B, Qual. ificatiotl Test for Process Change
Moving the Aft and Fwd Dome Painting and
Adhesives Application Location from tile Bottom
of th_ Paint Pits to the M-52 Spray Booth".
The pass/fail criteria for the steel/_p_xy/stee], test port,on
_f tile M--52 spray booth qual.l, fication has been revised. The
pass fail criteria was:
Steel-Epoxy Bonds -. If tile exposed panel set (5 total) has
sJgtlificautly le_s bond strength at
the 95_ confidence level than the
control parlel set (5 total) then the
test failod.
The revised pass/fail criteria Js as follows:
Pa_s: If the exposed panels averages are above tile .qystems
tiiI1nel witness panel database A-basis lower lira.it, or, if tile
exposed panel set does not hav_ a significantly lower tensile
adhesion bond strel)qth than the control pan_ls at the 95_
confidence level.
Fail: If any of thn exposed panel averages fall below the
systems tunnel witne?,s panel database A-basis lower limit,
and, the exposed panel set has a significantly lower tensile
adhesion bond stren_lh than the control panels at tile 95_
confidence level.
The justification for this chanqe is outlined in the attached
presentation.
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